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3. STRUCTURAl EVALUATION OF DEPLOYABLE AERODYNAMIC SPIKE BOOMS
i By B. J. Richter*
_ ABSTRACT
: ,+'_
_' An extendable boron consisting of a series ot telescopic cylindrical tube _egments
_;+ and overlapping lock joints is being developed for use as an aerodynamic _pike mounted
_ atop a missile. Two candidate design concepts differing mainly in the particular over-
+ lapping lock joint designs are currently undergoing a combined analytical/experimental_r
_. evaluaV.on. Some of the results of this evaluation in this
are presented paper.
,_ INTRODU CT ION
_- It",.order to increase its range by reducing aerodynamic drag, a missile is to be
_+ flown with a completely mechanical az,d self-contained deployable aerodynamic nose spike
+.., system. A typical aerodynamic, flow pattern induced by the aerospike mounted atop a
_:+ missilefs nose fairing is illustrated in figure 1. The worst expected loading condition
for the deployed spike boom results from aerodynamically induced static and dynamic
: "_ pressures and is statically equivalent to a 2300 lb compressive axial load and a 360 ib
+ g lateral load both applied _.4the extended boom tip. The aerospike system coneists of a
_ series of telescopic cylindrical boom segments, an inertial initiator, and a gas genera-
_: tor, which are housed in the stowed configuration inside a case mounted in the rots _+_,_
nose fairing. In the extended position the telescopic boom segments obtain their a ¢ial
_+ and lateral rigidity from a series of owrlapping lock joints.
Two extendable boom design concepts are currently being evaluated and differs from
_ each other mainly iu the design of the overlappin_ lock joints employed. Each c_ncept is
being evaluated both analytically and experimentally and after the evaluation is complete,
_ one of the design concepts will be chosen as baseline for the mi_ile. The progress on ++
some of the structural aspects _f the current analytical/experimental Investigation of
'_ il these two extendable boom design concepts is the subject of this paper. +
?
STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
( The following lists some of the more important structural design requirements
+,. which the aerospike boom must meet.
1. The extended length must be 50 * 1 inch.
.:, 2. The stowed lcugth must be <11.5 inches.
_+_r *Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc. Sunnyvale, California.
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E 3. The extended boom must be capable of supporting a 2300 lb compressive axial
1o_d and a 360 lb lateral load _oth applied a_ the boom tip.
4. The deploymert process must minimize axial impact stopping loads imposed
upon the housing/nose cap structure.
5. The overlapping joints shall act to laterally align the individual boom segment
centerlines of the fully extended aerospike within 0.5 inch of the missile
centerline.
5. The first cantilevered lateral bending frequency of the fully extended and locked
aerospike boom with a 2 lb tip disc shall be ->35Hz.
7. The entire deployment and locking process shall take place within 1 second
after the inertial initiator ignites the gas generator.
MECHANISM OPERATION
The deployable aerodynamic spike system consists of a series of N telescopic boom
segments, an inertial initiator, a gas generator, and a housing which is attached inside
the missile nose fairing. This system is illustrated schematically in the stowed config-
uration ha figure 2a. After the missile is launched the inertial initiator senses an s.ppro-
priate missile acceleration profile and ignites a gas generator. The gases produce a
history of internal pressu2e which initially acts to break a hold-down bolt. The gas
pressure then acts on the individual telescopic boom segments Si and accelerates them
into an extended and locked configuration as illustrated ;n figure 2b. The positioning and
the locking of the boom segments are accomplished by a series of overlapping lock joints
Ji. The positioning must be such that the centerlin_s of the individual s£gments Si be
laterally aligned within specified tolerance limits with the missile centerline, and that
the final extended !ength L = 50 inches.
After the aerospike boom has been extended and locked into place, it is subjected to
a history of ae_odynamical!y induced heating an_ londing. The joints Ji are then re-
quired to transfer loads (i. e., axial loads, bending moments, and shears) from one seg-
ment to the next. As an example, two ways in which the bending moment M shown in
figure 3a can be transferred from segment Si+ 1 across joint Ji+l to segment Si are
illustrated in figures 3b and 3c. In these figures e represents the axial engagement or
joint overlap distance. The first way is illustrated in figure 3b. In this case the mo-
ment is reacted by a couple cF. In the second case, shown in figure 3c, the moment
M is reacted by the couple cP. The couple forces F are the resultants of surface
stresses distributed in the joint region which act parallel to the tube centerline. The
cLap:a forces P are the resultants of surface stresses distributed in the joint region
which act perpendicular to the tube centerline. There also exists a third way which is
simply a combination of the above two ways.
If the deployed aerospike boom segments and joints were not a mechanism (e. g., if
the _egments could be welded together), then a moment M would be reacted as in class-
ical beam bending theory. The bending stresses a would be given by
q = M/(TrR2t), (1)
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where R and t are tim tube radius and thickness, respectively. For a = 100,000 psi,
R = 2 inches, and t :: 0. l inch the allowable theoretical bending moment capability
MA of the boom is found, using (1), to be
MA -- 125,000 in.-lb (2) .
Because the aerospike is a mechanism, however, the joint design produces actual allow-
able bending moment capabilities far below the theoretical value given by (2). These
reduced bending allowables will be discussed in more detail later in this paper.
One important parameter which determines how a particular joint functions is the
engagement distance e. This parameter is geometrically related to the three parame-
ters L, l, and N which are defined in figure 2. Since L and I are fixed by the
requirements such that L -- 50 inches and _ = 11.5 inches, a unique relation exists
between e and N. From geometric considerations (fig. 2) this relation is found to be
e = 11.5" - 50"/N, (3)
with the further requirements that 0 < e < 11.5 inches. Hence. the smallest number
of segments that will satisfy (3) is N -- 5. This corresponds to an e = 1 5 inches.
An N = 6 corresponds to ,an e = 3.2 inches. These two eases form the geometric
basis of the two design concepts which are discussed in this paper.
Design concept I employs five steel cylindrical tube segments with tube radii vary-
ing from 2.14 to 1.50 inches and corresponding tube wall thickness varying from 0.141
to 0. 078 inch. The manr, er in which joint Ji+l locks together segments S i and Si+ 1
is illustrated schematically i, figure 4 (the angle fl in fig. 4 is exaggerated and typically
is about l. 5°). Segment Si  1approaches the joint region Ji+l with a velocity v rel-
ative to Si as shown in figure 4a. Surface AB of Si+ 1 initially encounters surface CD
of Si as shown in figure 4b. At this time the engagement is e o. The two segments
then _wage together; the engagement eo decreases to e; and Si+ 1 comes to a halt
relative to Si . The two segments are then held together entirely by frictional stresses
developed during the swaging process.
Design concept II _mploys six steel cylindrical tube segments with tube radii varying
from 2.19 to 0.97 inches and corresponding tube wall thicknesses varying from 0.12 to
0.060 inch. The maturer in which joint Ji+l locks together segments Si and Si+ 1 is
illustrated m figure 5. Segment Si approaches the joint region with a velocity v
relative to Si as shown in figure 5a. Temporary relative stopping occurs when surface
BC engages surface DE and surface HI engages surt.ce JK. The radii of the various
engaging surfaces are such that
rBC - rDE = rKj - rlt I = Ar (4)
:vhere ,Xr represents a radial interference. This interference fit causes frictional
stresses to be generated in the contact regions which act to oppose the relative motion.
The temporary motion aga in proceeds when the internal tube pressure builds up to a
level high enough to overcome tim frictional forces. Final joint locking occurs when
surface AB impacts surface DF. At this time a ring of 7,4 locking fingers snaps into
place along FG. '['he purpose of these locking fingers is to prevent any subsequent
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relative mc,ion in tb_ opposite direction. This fully extended and locked joint configu-
ration is il'ustrated in figure 5b.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
1. Axial engagement experiments were conducted on the two types of joint concepts.
The geometries of the test specimens used for the types I and II joint concepts are shown
respectively in figures 6a wnd 6b. Loading was applied with a hydraulic load cell. For
the type I test specimen the force F required to reduce the initial engagement of 1.5
inches by amount 5 is shown as the upper dashed curve in figure 7a. For increasing 5
the applied force F increased from zero to a maximum of 10,000 lb and then fell off
towards zero as 5 approached 1.5 inches. For decreasing 5 the experimentally de-
termined F(5) curve was found to be the lower dashed _urve in figure 7a.
For the type II joint the applied force F required to partially engage the inter-
ference surfaces BC/DE and HI/JK (see fig. 5) ranged from zero up to a maximum of
2,000 lb. This force held constant at 2,000 lb as long as the surfaces BC/DE and
; HI/JK remained fully engaged.
2. An experiment was conducted on the design concept II joint configuration shown
in figure 6b in order to investigate how a lateral force and bending moment are trans-
ferred across the joint. A hydraulically applied force P (see fig. 6b) was cycled be-
tween +650 lb.and the lateral deflection A and the hoop strain E indicated in figure 6b
were monitored. The results for a load _.istory 1-2-3-4-5-6-2 are shown in figures 7b
and 7c. These figures indicate that this type of joint initially transfers the joint bending
moment in the manner shown in f_gure 3b until P = 300 lb (path 1-2 in figs. 7b, c). At
this load level the interference frictional shear stresses (which were generated when the
two segments were initially pulled together) are overcome and slipping occurs. The in-
creascd bending moment caused by the loading in the 300 lb to 650 lb range (path 2-3 in
fig. 7) is then carried across the joint in the manner shown in figure 3c. Repeated
cycling retraces the path 2-3-4-5-6-2.
ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATIONS
1. The axial force required to reduce the initial engagement eo by amount 5 (see
fig. 6a) can be computed by considering interference geometry, basic strength, of mate-
rials, elastic behavior, and equilibrium of forces on the inner tube of figure 6a. This
relation was found to be
F = !_5(1 -6/eo), 0 <- 5 <- eo (5)
where
k = 2_Ee otan_(tanfl _ _)/R (6)
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with R and t being, respectively, the average tube radius and thickness, fl is the
cone half angle indicated in figure 4; p is the interface coefficient of friction, and E is
the material's Xoung's Moduluv. The positivc sig_n in (6) is for increasing 5 while the
negative sign is for decreasing 5. This relation is shown in figure 7a for t = 0.0855
inch, R = 1. 565 inch, E = 30,000,000psi, e = 1. Sinch, fi = 1.5degrees, and
p = 0.06. The agreement ot this rather simpleUformula with the experimental data is
fairly good in view of the rather complex behavior of this joint.
2. A reasonable estimate of the load P at which slipping first occurs at point 2
(see figure 7b) can be obtained from elementary considerations as
PSLIP = (Fe)(R + e)/(Trh) (7)
In this equation R is again the average tube radiu_; e and h are defined in figure 6b;
and Fe is the force required to fully engage the two tubes. The axial force Fe was
experimentally found to be 2,000 lb. Hence, for R = 2.1 inches, e = 3.0 inches, and
h = 13.0 inches, equation (7) gives
PSLIP = 250 Ib (8)
A preciseanalysisofthelateral oadconfigurationshown infigure6b was under-
taken,usingBOSOR, a wellknown finitedifferencecomputer code fortheanalysisof
shellsof revolution(re[.I). Two cases were analyzed. Inthefirstcase thecontact
; regions BC/DE ,andHI/JK (seefig.5a)were not allowedany relativemotion (i.e., no
slip).The ratios p/A :rodP/c were computed tobe 22,300Ib/mch and -10,000,000
lb/ineh/ineh,respectively.For thesecond case thecontactregionswere allowedto
move relativetoeach otherexceptforthe radialcontactdeflection.The ratios p/A
and P/< were fomldtobe 15,000 Ib/inehand l,670,000 Ib/inch/inch,respectively.
These ratioswere thencombined withthe sliploadgivenby (8)resultingintheanalytical
predictionofthe loadcycleI-2-3-4-5-6-2shown infigures7b and 7e. The agreement
between experiment,andpredictionisseen to bc reasonablygood.
3. Analyticalpredictionsof theallowablemoment carryingcapabilityofeach of
thetwo jointconceptsc,_nbe accessedusingthe followingexpressions. For joint
conceptI
M A = t,RkS(l - (5/t'o)/(tanfl_ la)/_ (9)
where thevariousvariablesare thosedefinedpreviouslyinequations(5)and (6). For
jointconceptII
MA _. 2n(,Rt(_tr EAr_zxl_2/ 110)
where
,\4 :-3(I -,,"')/(l_Zt 2) (11)
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C and where u is Poisson's ratio, a is the allowable stress of the tube material, and the
remaining variables are as previously defined. Using R = 2 inches, 5 = 0.2 inch.
= 0.2, k = 200,000 lb/in., fl = 1. b degrees, e = 1.5 inches in equation (9) gives
for a feasible type I joint,
MA = 20,000 in.-lb.
Using R = 2 inches, t = 0.1 inch, e = 3 inches, E = 30,000,000psi. u = 0.3, Ar =
0. 003 inch, cr = 100,000 psi in equations (10) and (11) gives, for a feasible type II joint,
MA = 25,000 in.-lb.
These joint allowables may then be compared with the typical theoretical moment carry-
ing capability given by equation (2).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper presentssome of theresultsof an analytical/experimentalevaluationof
" the behavior of two types of deployable aerospike boom designs. Some useful analytical
design procedures have been developed and experimentally verified. Such analytical
procedures have provided not only the basis for understanding how each type of boom/
joint system functions physically, but also the tools necessary in guiding design changes
which have led to the continual improvement of the load carrying capacity of the two
types of design concepLs.
Because of space limitations the results of many other completed investigations
have been omitted. These deal with such topics as the study of the effects of aero-
• dynamic heating upon the boom/joint performance, the dynamic characteristics of each
design concept, and the study of the interaction between the boom deployment process
and the housing/nose fairing structure.
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l,'igure 2. -Aerospike configuration (a) stowed, (b) extended.
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Figure 3. - Load carrying characteristics of a typical joint.
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Figure 4. - Schematic operation of type I joint.
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Figure 6. - Geometry of joint test specimens.
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